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Abstract
As the image enhancement algorithms developed in
recent years, how to compare the performances of different
image enhancement algorithms becomes a novel task.
In this paper, we propose a framework to do quality
assessment for comparing image enhancement algorithms.
Not like traditional image quality assessment approaches,
we focus on the relative quality ranking between enhanced
images rather than giving an absolute quality score for
a single enhanced image. We construct a dataset which
contains source images in bad visibility and their enhanced
images processed by different enhancement algorithms,
and then do subjective assessment in a pair-wise way to
get the relative ranking of these enhanced images. A rank
function is trained to fit the subjective assessment results,
and can be used to predict ranks of new enhanced images
which indicate the relative quality of enhancement algorithms. The experimental results show that our proposed
approach statistically outperforms state-of-the-art generalpurpose NR-IQA algorithms.
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I.
. Introduction
Acquiring clear images in bad visibility scenes plays
an important role in many fields, which pushes forward
the development of enhancement algorithms these years.
Since the single image haze removal algorithm [1] using
dark channel prior was proposed by He et al. in 2009,
many new enhancement algorithms were designed for
other tasks, such as low light scene enhancement [2], [3],
underwater enhancement [4]–[6], etc. However, when we
turn to compare the performances of these enhancement
algorithms, we found that there is neither a public criterion
at present nor a public dataset for reference.
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Figure 1. The first column contains source images in haze, and the
other three columns contain dehazed images processed by three
different algorithms. How can we compare the performances of
these algorithms?

The most common existing solution is manually listing
several images in bad visibility as well as their corresponding enhanced images which are processed by different algorithms, and then comparing them subjectively as shown
in Figure 1. Though it complies with intuition, there are
two problems. The first problem is that the amount of listed
images is limited, so we can only tell which algorithm
performs best in these listed cases, while performances
in other cases are still unknown. The other problem is
the lack of quantitative quality assessment approach for
enhanced images. Moreover, subjective quality assessment
is time consuming and expensive, and the problem of
objective quality assessment for enhanced images itself is
quite challenging.
Another possible solution is the traditional image quality assessment (IQA) technique, which mainly focuses on
compressed images and cannot be applied to this problem.
Usually they can be classified into three categories: fullreference (FR) IQA, reduced-reference (RR) IQA and noreference (NR) IQA. As to enhanced images, information
of reference images is rarely available, for making the
definition of “clear image” is very difficult when take the

whether condition, light condition and other aspects into
consideration. Most of the existing NR-IQA approaches
are limited to one or several specific distortion types
[7], [8] which are commonly arisen in the compressing
process, such as blur, blocking artifacts or ringing. However, when come to enhanced images, unfortunately these
approaches cannot be simply adopted, for the distortion
types of enhanced images are quite different from those of
compressed images, and they are not easy to define, either.
In recent years, some general purpose NR-IQA approaches
are proposed, which can make the assessment without the
prior knowledge of distortion types. One of the common
ideas is extracting manually designed features based on
the nature scene statistics (NSS) hypothesis [9]–[11], and
another trend which is based on extracting features through
training [12]–[15] is getting more popular. Most of these
approaches regarded the IQA task as a classification problem, i.e. images should be classified into several levels
according to their qualities and that’s why SVMs were used
for regression in these approaches. However, the quality
of an enhanced image is strongly related with its content,
so images processed from different source images usually
don’t share the same classification criterion. Consequently,
simply adopting SVM/SVR model may don’t work and
finding a more appropriate model becomes crucial.
By all accounts, given several candidate enhancement
algorithms and their enhanced images, how to compare
their performances on the enhanced images and predict
their performance on new cases becomes a novel task. Furthermore, when a new enhancement algorithm is proposed,
how to evaluate its performance compared with known
enhancement algorithms is also a new problem. In this
paper, we address these two issues by proposing a new
framework for comparing image enhancement algorithms.
The most significant difference between our approach and
the traditional IQA algorithms is that we focus on the
relative quality ranking between enhanced images rather
than giving an absolute quality score for a single enhanced
image. To achieve this goal, we first conduct subjective
quality assessment for the given enhanced images by
applying a pair-wise labeling method and then construct
a ground truth dataset for objective quality assessment.
Based on the dataset, we learn a rank function to fit the
subjective assessment results of the training enhanced images. When some new cases come, relative quality ranking
between the new enhanced images can be predicted according to the learned model. The relative qualities of these
candidate enhancement algorithms can be inferred from the
qualities of their enhanced images. Similarly, when a new
enhancement algorithm appears, the relative rankings of
its enhanced images compared with the known algorithms
can be predicted through the learned model. Thus, the
comparison of given enhancement algorithms and the new

one can be performed according to the predicted results.
To verify this proposed framework, we have conducted
experiments on three most popular scenes, including haze,
underwater and low light. The experimental results show
that our proposed approach statistically outperforms stateof-the-art general-purpose NR-IQA algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews previous work on quality criterion used
in enhancement tasks and image quality assessment approaches that is most relevant to our work. In Section 3,
a more formal definition of this task is described, and the
framework of our proposed approach is introduced. The
whole construction procedure of our dataset is illustrated in
Section 4. Section 5 describes our proposed approach and
the experimental results are shown in Section 6. Finally,
Section 7 concludes with a brief discuss of our future work.

II.. Related Work
A..Enhancement Algorithms and their Criteria
The quality criteria used to assess enhancement algorithms at present can mainly be classified into two
approaches. The most common one is manually listing
several enhanced images which are all corresponding to a
same source image and then comparing their quality subjectively. Ringing artifacts, color shifting or other aspects
are taken into consideration by experience. Some authors
[16], [17] also show the depth map or other processing
results. However, this method usually covers very limited
images, so it’s easy to argue that the proposed algorithm
maybe only work on the listed images.
The other solution is doing task-driven assessment.
Tarel et al. [18] used a car detection technique on haze
images and their dehazed ones, and thus showed the
efficiency of their dehazing algorithm according to the
detection results. Ancuti et al. [5] applied feature matching
and image segmentation techniques to assess their underwater enhancement algorithm in a similar way. The most
apparent shortcoming is that the tasks used for assessing
qualities are not well solved itself, and the techniques like
car detection or image segmentation may only work in
limited scenes. Thus, this solution cannot guarantee the
assessment accuracy nor can it be expanded easily.
There are also some approaches that are inspired by
the traditional IQA techniques. Ancuti et al. [19] take an
assessment criterion based on measuring contrast. However, these methods cannot describe all aspects of enhanced
images, for image enhancement is not a simple procedure
of increasing contrast. Above all, there’s still a lack of
public criterion for enhancement algorithms and their
enhanced images.

Figure 2. The framework of our proposed approach.

B..NR/RR Image Quality Assessment
Generally speaking, current no-reference(NR) IQA
techniques mainly follow two trends, and are almost
general-purpose. One is based on Natural Scene Statistics
(NSS), which relies on the hypothesis that natural scenes
possess certain statistical properties and the presence of
distortion will affect these properties. Researchers usually
explore statistics in the wavelet domain [10] or DCT
domain [9], [11], and then design appropriate features
that are highly correlated with image quality. This method
acquires deep domain knowledge and rich experience, and
it is extensively studied these years.
The latter trend is based on machine learning techniques, including unsupervised feature learning [13], clustering [15], codebook [14], etc. These training based
approaches rely on large number of candidate features,
but what features are best for the assessment problem
may be not clear. At present, more and more researchers
choose to follow the latter trend which may provide a better
expansibility.
There are also some approaches based on information
theories, and do the assessment in terms of entropies.
Soundararajan et al. [20] proposed a reduced-reference
IQA indice which is based on the entropic differencing.
Gabara et al. [21] found that no-reference IQA could be
done by measuring the anisotropy of images.
Most of these approaches mentioned above are designed
for compressed images, and the features may be not able
to describe the enhanced images well. What’s more, these
approaches formulate the IQA problem as a classification
task. But when come to compare enhancement algorithms’
quality, the regression model should focus more on relative

rankings between different enhancement algorithms.
Nicolas Hautiere et al. [22] proposed a blind contrast enhancement assessment approach in 2008, which is
mainly based on the atmospheric luminance model and
the concept of visibility level which is usually used in
lighting engineering. Though it is claimed as a blind
assessment approach, the original image which is before
the enhancement is used to calculate the indicator of
visibility enhancement. The indicator is used to evaluate
the rate of new edges after enhancement and the percentage
of saturated pixels after enhancement. Unfortunately, this
approach only provides three indices of evaluation rather
than a generalized assessment result, which makes automatic objective quality assessment difficult.

III.. Problem and Proposed Approach
A..Problem Definition
A more formal definition of the tasks discussed in this
paper will be given in this section. First of all, some
mathematical symbols used in the rest of this paper are
introduced below.
Aj : the j th candidate enhancement algorithm
nA : the number of candidate algorithms
Si : the ith source image in bad visibility
nS : the number of source images
Ii,j : the enhanced image of Si processed by Aj
Ri,j : the rank of Ii,j among those enhanced
images which are corresponding to Si , i.e.
< Ri,1 , Ri,2 , . . . , Ri,nA
> is a permutation of
1, 2, . . . , nA , and if Ii,a has a higher quality than
Ii,b , then Ri,a < Ri,b
Si∗ : the ith new source image in bad visibility

Algorithm
Tan’s method [16]
He’s method [1]
Tarel’s method [18]
Ancuti’s method in 2010 [19]
white balance [24]
Li’s method [4]
Wen’s method [6]
Ancuti’s method in 2012 [5]
classic histogram equalization
classic Gama correlation
Cai’s method [2]
Dong’s method [3]
classic histogram adjustment

Scene
Haze
Haze
Haze
Haze
Underwater
Underwater
Underwater
Underwater
Low Light
Low Light
Low Light
Low Light
Haze, Underwater, Low Light

Our Adjustment
Not applied the optimization of MRFs
Used the guided filter [23] instead of soft-matting
/
Used the LUV chromaticity definition
/
Used the guided filter [23] instead of soft-matting
/
/
/
/
/
Used the guided filter [23] instead of soft-matting
/

Table I. Applied enhancement algorithms.

n∗S : the number of new source images
∗
Ii,j
: the new enhanced image of Si∗ processed by Aj
∗
∗
Ri,j : the rank of Ii,j
among those new enhanced images
which are corresponding to Si∗
A∗ : a novel enhancement algorithm that needs assessment
Ii∗ : the enhanced image of Si processed by A∗
Ri∗ : the rank of Ii∗ among those enhanced images which
are all corresponding to Si
Given nA candidate enhancement algorithms {Aj }, nS
source images {Si } in bad visibility and their enhanced
images {Ii,j } processed by candidate enhancement algorithms, the quality assessment task for comparing image
enhancement algorithms can be defined as two parts below.
The first part is to compare given candidate enhancement algorithms’ performances on new cases, i.e. given
n∗S new source images {Si∗ } in bad visibility and their
∗
enhanced images {Ii,j
}. The goal is to predict the quality
∗
ranks {Ri,j } of these new enhanced images so as to
compare the given candidate enhancement algorithms’
performances on new cases.
The second part is to evaluate a new enhancement algorithm’s quality compared with given candidate enhancement algorithms, i.e. given a new enhancement algorithm
A∗ and new enhanced images Ii∗ , the goal is to predict
the quality ranks {Ri∗ } of these new enhanced images
with respect to known enhancement algorithms so as to
compare the performances of given candidate enhancement
algorithms and that of the new one.

B..Proposed Approach
The framework of our proposed approach is illustrated
in Figure 2, including a dataset, a training step and an
inference step. Our framework is quite simple but effective,
and can be capable to assess enhancement algorithms in
different scenes.
First of all, we design a subjective quality assessment
experiment for given enhanced images in a pair-wise way,
in order to obtain the quality ranks of these enhanced
images. In this way, the dataset which consists of the

source images, their enhanced images and the subjective
quality ranks is constructed. Then in the training step, a
rank function can be learned on this dataset by adopting
some learning to rank tools like rank SVM [25]. The rank
function is expected to fit the subjective assessment results
well, and give clues of quality rankings between given
enhanced images.
When some new source images come, quality ranks
of their enhanced images are predicted by the pre-trained
rank function. Then the quality rank of a given candidate
enhancement algorithm Aj can be estimated as the average
quality rank of its corresponding enhanced images. When
a new enhancement algorithm comes, quality ranks of its
enhanced images can be predicted by the pre-trained rank
function, too. The quality rank of this new algorithm can
be evaluated in a similar way, and the variance of the ranks
also indicates the robustness of this algorithm.

IV.. Dataset
A..Data Collection
We picked three popular topics in image enhancement
fields for instance, including image dehazing, underwater
image enhancement and low light scene enhancement. For
each enhancement task, we collected 100 source images
which are all in bad visibility from related literature and
image search engines. These 300 source images are resized
so that the maximum of height and width is 400 pixels.1
In order to generate enhanced images, we applied
several enhancement algorithms for each source image.
For each scene, we chose 5 enhancement algorithms, and
Table I gives a detailed view. Some of these algorithms
may be too time consuming, so we only applied some part
of the algorithm and the enhanced images processed in this
way may seem not as good as the ones processed by the
original version. The enhanced images are only used for
providing enough samples for quality assessment. Hence
1 This dataset can be downloaded at http://mlg.idm.pku.edu.cn/
resources/dataset.html

V.. Training Model and Inference
A..Training

Figure 3. The interface of labeling.

it does not matter whether we implemented the original
version of the enhancement algorithm or a simpler version.

B..Labeling and Data Cleaning
We developed a labeling tool on .NET framework with
C#, which includes a annotator information collecting
interface and a simple tutorial. We recruited 30 college
students to do the labeling work, involving 14 males and 16
females. Most annotators have a basic knowledge of image
processing, and 3 of them are doing related researches
currently. Only 2 annotators said that they had never
touched the field of image processing.
To illustrate the usage of the labeling tool as well
as the common aspects the subjective assessment usually
concerns, our labeling tool gives a simple tutorial at the
beginning of the labeling work. The annotators are required
to give subjective assessment on pairs of enhancement
images. Formally speaking, for a source image Si in bad
visibility, we have already got its n enhanced images
{Ii,j }. Our labeling tool will show all pairs of these
enhanced images < Ii,a , Ii,b > (1 ≤ a < b ≤ nA ) one by
one, and will give the source image Si for annotators to
refer to as well. The annotators gave ‘a is better than b’, ‘a
is worse than b’ or ‘a and b are about the same’ assessment
through clicking buttons, and the results were recorded
automatically. Figure 3 shows the labeling interface. After
labeling all these pairs corresponding to Si , next source
image and its enhanced images would be assessed in the
same way until all images were got labeled.
After obtained 30 annotators’ subjective assessment
results, we did data cleaning with these original labeling
records. We implemented an outlier detection method
proposed by Xu et al. [26] that relies on a Huber-LASSO
model to eliminate unreliable pair-wise records, and then
summarized the 30 annotators’ results into ranks {Ri,j }.
< Ri,1 , Ri,2 , . . . , Ri,nA > is a permutation of 1 to nA ,
and if Ii,a has a higher quality than Ii,b , then Ri,a < Ri,b .
Figure 4 shows some samples of images’ ranks after
labeling.

The first part of the training step is extracting appropriate features from each enhanced image. The features
should be able to capture the characteristics of enhanced
images. Here we denote the extracted features as fi,j ,
where fi,j is a p-dimension feature vector. The second part
of the training step is to find a rank function which fits the
labeling results best. The rank function F (x) = xwT can
be learned by learning to rank tools like rank SVM. x is a
p-dimension feature vector, and w is a p-dimension weight
vector.
For each pair of enhanced images Ii,a and Ii,b , the
desired rank function should satisfy the constraints below.
With the introduction of non-negative slack variables, this
problem can be solved with an approximate solution which
is similar to SVM classification.
fi,a wT − fi,b wT > 0, ∀Ri,a > Ri,b

(1)

fi,a wT − fi,b wT < 0, ∀Ri,a < Ri,b

(2)

fi,a wT − fi,b wT = 0, ∀Ri,a = Ri,b

(3)

B..Inference
When turn to assess the candidate enhancement algorithms’ performances on new cases, the new enhanced
∗
images {Ii,j
} can be obtained by applying candidate
algorithms {Aj }. With the pre-trained rank function F (x),
∗
quality ranks {Ri,j
} can be calculated after extracting
the same p-dimension features of these new enhanced
images. The quality ranks of these candidate enhancement
algorithms on new cases can be inferred from the average
rank of their corresponding new enhanced images:
∗

nS
1 X
R∗
Quality(Aj ) = ∗
nS i=1 i,j

(4)

What’s more, the robustness of these enhancement
∗
algorithms can be inferred from the variance of {Ri,j
}.
A small variance indicates a more robust algorithm, and
vice versa.
Similarly, when given a new enhancement algorithm
A∗ , we can obtain its enhanced images {Ii∗ } according to
the source images {Si } in the dataset. After extracting the
same p-dimension features from these enhanced images,
the quality ranks {Ri∗ } of these enhanced images can be
inferred by the pre-trained rank function F (x). The quality
rank of this new enhancement algorithm with respect to
known algorithms can be represented as the average rank
of its enhanced images, too.

Figure 4. Some samples of images after labeling. The first column contains some sample of source images in three scenes. The other
columns are enhanced images processed by different algorithms, and are listed according to the subjective quality assessment results.
The quality of image decreases from left to right.

VI.
. Experiment
A..Protocol
Since there is no image quality assessment dataset for
enhanced images, we evaluated our approach on the dataset
described in Section 4. We use a concatenation of the GIST
descriptor [27] and the color motion [28] as our image
features (i.e. a combination feature of 521 dimensions),
and rank SVM [25] was adopted to do the regression. The
distortion types that enhanced images may contain are not
known yet, so we choose four general-purpose NR-IQA
approaches [9]–[11], [29] as baselines.

Figure 5. The boxplot of 1000 iterations in haze scene.

B..Evaluate the Performance on New Cases
First of all, we try to evaluate candidate enhancement
algorithms’ performances on new cases. We randomly
separated the dataset into 2 disjoint sets with a ratio of
8:2, i.e. 80% of the dataset is used as the training set, and
the rest 20% is used for testing. And then we calculated the
SROCCs (Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficient)
of the predict ranks in the test set. The baseline NRIQA algorithms trained their models on the same dataset,
and the LibSVM [30] was used to do the regression.
We repeated the experiment for 1000 times and take the
average SROCC as the final result. Table II shows the
details. Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the boxplot
of the 1000 iterations’ distribution in 3 scenes respectively.
As we can see, our approach gets the highest SROCC in
all three scenes and looks more robust than other baseline
NR-IQA algorithms according to the boxplots.

C..Evaluate the Performance of a New Algorithm
We also tested our framework to evaluate the performance of a new algorithm. In order to do the experiment

Figure 6. The boxplot of 1000 iterations in underwater scene.

Figure 7. The boxplot of 1000 iterations in low light scene.

more efficiently, the first step we did is to determine the
number of candidate algorithms which are used to be compared with the new algorithm, and what these algorithms

SROCC
BLIINDS-II [11]
BRISQUE [9]
CORNIA-II [29]
DIIVINE [10]
our approach

Haze
0.5055
0.4179
0.5153
0.5835
0.6302

Underwater
0.5320
0.4781
0.3716
0.3894
0.7858

Low Light
0.2572
0.4461
0.6318
0.4948
0.9155

Over All
0.4316
0.4474
0.5062
0.4893
0.7792

Table II. Average SROCC with 1000 iterations of experiments on the dataset described in Section 4.

D..Discussion of Results

Figure 8. The SROCC curve when picking different number of
candidate algorithms.

Haze
1.5800

Underwater
0.8400

Low Light
0.2600

Over All
0.8933

Table III. MSE of predicted ranks and ground-truth ranks.

are. To solve this problem, we randomly separated the
dataset into three disjoint sets. 60% of the dataset was used
as a training set, 20% was used as a validation set and the
rest 20% was used as a testing set. For each enhancement
task, we tried every subset of candidate algorithms. For
each subset, we only used the enhanced images processed
by this subset in the training set to obtain the rank function.
Then the ranks of the enhanced images processed by the
subset in the validation set was predicted through the rank
function, and an average SROCC of these ranks can be
computed. For each enhancement task, we chose the subset
on which the highest SROCC was obtained as the most
appropriate set of candidate algorithms. According to the
experiment result, 4 candidate algorithms are needed in
haze scene, and 3 are needed in the other two scenes. In
order to figure out the trend of SROCC when the number of
algorithms in the subset changes, for those subsets which
contain the same number of algorithms, we recorded the
highest SROCC they could achieve. Figure 8 shows the
curves in three scenes respectively.
After the candidate algorithms were determined, we
trained the rank function by using enhanced images processed by candidate algorithms in the training set, and then
predicted the ranks of the other algorithms in the testing
set. The MSE(Mean Squared Error) of predicted ranks and
ground-truth ranks indicated the prediction accuracy of this
framework. Table III shows the details.

Generally speaking, our approach is statistically better
than baselines, and gets a high prediction accuracy in the
low light scene. However, the experiment results in haze
scene are not so good as that in other two scenes. One
possible reason maybe is that the haze scene is more
complicated than other two scenes, so the features we
chose cannot capture the characteristics of dehazed images
well. According to Figure 8, in the haze scene, the highest
SROCC keeps growing when the number of candidate
algorithms increases. But in the other two scenes, the
highest SROCC first grows and then drops when the
number of candidate algorithms increases. It indicates that
maybe more than 4 candidate algorithms are needed in the
haze scene to predict a new enhancement algorithm’s rank,
so the MSE of haze scene is much larger than that of the
other two scenes.

VII.. Conclusion
In this paper, a new quality assessment task for enhancement algorithms was proposed. To solve this task, a
general-purpose framework which formulates the task as a
learning to rank problem was given. A quality assessment
dataset for enhancement algorithms was constructed, and
was used to do experiments based on our framework. The
experiment results showed that the new formulation of
enhancement algorithm quality assessment makes sense
and can help to evaluate a new enhancement algorithm.
In the future work, we will try to find better features and
test the framework in more scenes.
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